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Letter from the Scottish Government to the Clerk to the Committee 
 
In our recent informal briefing session on the Limitation (Childhood Abuse) 
(Scotland) Bill („the Bill‟) with Committee members, you may recall questions were 
raised about the existing provision in the Prescription and Limitation (Scotland) Act 
1973 (‟the 1973 Act‟) on „unsoundness of mind‟, in particular what type of pursuer 
would fall into this category. There was a specific request for us to consider whether 
there was any way that the Committee could be helped to understand what is meant 
by „unsoundness of mind‟. While we recognise that it will be for the courts to interpret 
and apply this provision to the circumstances of individual cases (and for parties to 
place the relevant evidence and arguments before the courts) the Committee may 
find the following literature and case law helpful.   
 
The Bill introduces an exception to the time bar rule expressed in section 17 of the 
1973 Act, and so it is the use of the term “unsoundness of mind” in the context of 
section 17 which is relevant.  Section 17(2) sets out the rule that certain court actions 
must be raised within a period of three years after a particular starting date.  The way 
the particular starting date is identified depends on the circumstances of the case as 
set out in section 17(2)(a) and (b).  Section 17(3) provides that:  
 

“(3) In the computation of the period specified in subsection (2) above there 
shall be disregarded any time during which the person who sustained the 
injuries was under legal disability by reason of nonage or unsoundness of 
mind.” 

 
The concept of „unsoundness of mind‟ was discussed by the Scottish Law 
Commission in their Report on Personal Injury Actions: Limitation and Prescribed 
Claims1 in 2007, with a review of reforming the concept: 
 
“The term "unsoundness of mind" in the 1973 Act clearly relates to a pursuer's 
mental capacity to organise his affairs, including the mental capacity to take the 
decision to set in train the making of a claim for damages.” (p. 31). 
 
This reflects the approach in a 1992 Outer House decision: Bogan's Curator Bonis v 
Graham2.  In giving his judgement on the limitation issues in that case, and having 
noted that the 1973 Act does not contain a definition of “unsoundness of mind”, 
Temporary Judge D.B. Robertson Q.C went on to say— 
 

“… in my opinion the words must be construed in relation to the subject-matter with which the 
statute is dealing. Here the statute is concerned with the loss and preservation of rights of 
action and the effect of section 17(3) is that if Mrs Bogan was rendered of unsound mind at 
the time of the accident, the three years would not begin to run against her until she 
recovered her soundness of mind. The purpose of the section is to relieve an injured person 
of the consequences of failure to raise and pursue an action within the time-limit when that 
failure is attributable to unsoundness of mind or nonage, or at least when the failure occurs at 
a time when the person is suffering from unsoundness of mind. This must mean when a 
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person's mind is in such a condition that he or she is incapable of managing his or her affairs 
in relation to the accident in which the injury is sustained and in relation to any court action 
arising out of the accident. 
… 
In order to bring his ward behind the shield of section 17(3) it is for the pursuer to establish 
[by] evidence, at least initially, that Mrs Bogan by reason of her mental state is not and has 
not been capable of managing her own affairs or giving directions for [their] management in 
relation to the accident and to the raising and conduct of an action of damages for personal 
injury. In my opinion in this statute a person is of unsound mind when he or she is, by reason 
of his or her mental state, incapable of managing his or her affairs in relation to the relevant 
accident and injury, as a reasonable man would do…” 

 
The “affairs” referred to included “the claiming of compensation, the initiation and 
conduct of court action and consideration of any settlement of such action”. 
 
This approach has been followed in a number of subsequent cases.  Most recently 
the Inner House has considered the correct approach to “unsoundness of mind” in 
the context of an appeal in an action concerning averred historical child abuse3.  In 
that case the court confirmed that— 
 

“unsoundness of mind required to be established objectively, and to be such as to place the 
person under a legal disability. That is a reference to the precise wording of section 17(3) , 
which provides for the disregarding, in computation of the triennium, of any time during which 
an injured party was “under legal disability by reason of … unsoundness of mind”. The key to 
understanding this, as the Lord Ordinary recognised, is that the unsoundness of mind must be 
such as to create a legal disability. A legal disability is one which deprives an individual of the 
capacity to manage his own affairs. Before the court could accept that a pursuer had suffered 
from an unsoundness of mind causing such an incapacity, it would expect to hear expert 
evidence as to the nature of the unsoundness, and crucially, that it's effect had been such as 
to deprive an individual of capacity. ….” 

 
A mental condition short of “unsoundness of mind” will not result in periods of time 
being excluded from the calculation of the three year limitation period.  It has been 
held, for example “the development of suppressed or impaired memory or induced 
reticence” does not of itself amount to “unsoundness of mind” 4. 
 
In their 2007 Report5, the Scottish Law Commission considered whether the 
appointment of a guardian to an adult with incapacity should change the position (i.e. 
whether the period of unsoundness of mind should cease to be excluded where 
there was a guardian in place).  They recommended that the current position be 
maintained (i.e. the full period when the adult suffers from “unsoundness of mind” is 
still excluded from the calculation of the limitation period, despite the appointment of 
a guardian.) 
 
I hope the above gives some assistance on the meaning of „unsoundness of mind‟ in 
the 1973 Act. As we explained in informal briefing session, the Bill does not amend 
section 17(3) and so impact of “unsoundness of mind” on the calculation of the 
limitation period will remain as it is under the current law (although that will not be 
relevant to actions which fall within the new section 17A as the section 17 limitation 
period will not apply to them at all).  
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